
Using Poetic Language to Restore the 
American Metropolis by Examining 
the Difference Between What is Real 
and Imaginary
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Under utilized, un-kept up, unsafe...



Separation
“...we experience an ease of motion unknowingly to any prior urban 
civilization, and yet motion has become the most anxiety-laden of daily 
activities.”

-Richard Sennet: The Fall of The Public Man
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John Hejduk

How his works illustrate 
with language the 
citizen's role in the 
creation of community



Construction of architecture in the In-between world

Mask of Medusa



Berlin Masque
“In Maurilia, the traveler is invited to visit the 

city and, at the same time, to examine some old 
post cards that show it as it used to be: the same 
identical square with a hen in the place of the 
bus station, a bandstand in the place of the 
overpass, two young ladies with white parasols 
in the place of the munitions factory. If the 
traveler does not wish to disappoint the 
inhabitants, he must praise the postcard city 
and prefer it to the present one….”

The description given to Hejduk for the beginning of the project:



Berlin Masque



Berlin Masque

The Masque from the Berlin Masque in plan (no. 15)



VICTIMS

“a sort of pointal-connective tissue floating within a natural-grid”



VICTIMS



“Everything that is, is known through language.”

Hejduk



Lancaster/Hanover 



Lancaster/Hanover 
‘6:30AM to 6:30PM’

Events ranging from the specific and mundane

“Lies are sealed (36)… Quiet (44)… Suspended (46)… Hollow guilt 
(58)…”

 “The Summer Visitor holds up her mirror (1)… The Bargeman pulls in the 
rope (2)… The Transient sits on the edge of the bed (3)…”

To the deep and unseen...



Chicago

Culture, pride, diversity



Chicago
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GBBLjncHbSY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GBBLjncHbSY
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The Manuscript



The Manuscript
The Block - “The steps were imperfect. Cracked and aged. The dirt from decades 
of use and mistreatment seemed to fuse to the rough concrete that always seemed 
dark even on the brightest sun filled day.”

Objects - People who would dwell in and around my site include people like; the 
restaurant Owner, the old man, the beautiful women, the taxi driver, the gardener.

Objects Before the Change - People live lives of their own inspired by what they 
want to see in themselves, always searching for something.



The Manuscript
The Spark - What would the action of one person have the power to do?
What would the actions of a community have the power to do?

The Change - An Avalanche of descriptive changes that were made physically that 
would lay groundwork for a community to prosper

Objects After the Change - The subjects begin to see the change they want to see in 
themselves and reflect it upon a community that wants to make a difference.

Results - When we begin to see what our community can do for ourselves, we begin 
to give that change back to the community.



THE MANUSCRIPT



The Manuscript
the Child’s Story



ARCHITECTURE IS LANGUAGE




